
Chipotle Powder Profile 
Also known as
Chili ahumado, Chili meco, Tipico, Smoked Chili, and Dark Chili.

Introduction
Despite the exotic and alluring mystic that the name implies, Chipotles are simply smoked jalapenos. At
the end of the growing season as jalapenos turn from green to red, they begin to lose much of their 
moisture. These peppers are then smoked over a wood fire for several days to ensure that all of the 
moisture has been removed. This imparts an almost earthy spiciness to them. At the end of the process 
the peppers look similar in appearance to large raisins. It has been postulated that the Aztecs in 
northern Mexico were the first to smoke jalapenos because they are difficult to dry and prone to rot. It 
also allowed them to be stored for long periods of time.

Constituents

Parts Used
The whole pepper dried.

Typical Preparations
They are traditionally used in Mexican and southwest cooking, but chipotles can be used in any dish 
that needs a bit more fire or smoky spice added to the mix.

Summary
Chipotles have grown in use and popularity over the past few years in the US. There are in fact two 
different types of chipotles, and they come from two different regions of Mexico. The ones from 
northern Mexico are known as morita, which is Spanish for blackberry or black raspberry. This variety 
is usually redder in appearance. In central or southern Mexico they are known as chili meco, chili 
ahumado, or tipico. These are browner than the morita, and said to be similar in appearance to a cigar 
butt. The chipotles that are most common in the US are of the morita variety, while the meco are 
generally consumed in Mexico. Although chipotles are traditionally smoked over a wood fire, recently 
some processors have started to use gas dryers and liquid smoke, but this is widely believed to result in 
a chipotle of inferior quality. Capsaicin, the constituent that makes chilies hot, is a vasodilator that is 
known to increase the blood flow while lowering its overall force. In other words, it lowers blood 
pressure.



Precautions
Chilies of all sorts are a known eye and mucous irritant, so caution should always be used in handling 
them and hand washing is greatly recommended. Excessive use internally may result in gastro-intestinal
upset.
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